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CAPITALISM & SLAVERY AND

CARIBBEAN HISTORIOGRAPHY:
AN EVALUATION
by Selwyn H. H. Carrington*
Few works have undergone such detailed historical analysis as Eric Williams'
Capitalism& Slavery, published almost sixty years ago.1 This book has elicited both
acclaimand criticism,especiallyover the last threeand a half decades. However, despite its
somewhat dated methodologicalframework,and its absenceof modem statisticaltools for
historicalanalysis, no historianor economic analyst has been able to undermine its basic
theses. Whenever historians have tried to challenge the work's findings, an academic
physicianemergesto breathenew life into its aging veins.
Eric Williams made a majorcontributionto Caribbeanhistory, politics, and society.
Prior to the publication of Capitalism& Slavery,Caribbeanhistory was written from the
"Eurocentric"
perspective associatedwith the Britishimperialschool of historicalwriting.
The objectivewas to highlight European"achievements"in the Caribbean.Consequently,
Eurocentrichistorianshave concluded, without strong evidence, that the development of
the Caribbeancolonies resulted from the riches of Europe.They paid little attentionto the
contributionsof the colonies, of the slave trade, or slavery, and the sugar industry to the
developmentof the industrialeconomiesof Europe,and downplayedthe contributionof the
Caribbeancommoditiesto the formationand growthof modem capitalism.
Firstproduced as a doctoralthesis, entitled "TheEconomicAspect of the Abolition of
the West Indian Slave Trade,"for OxfordUniversity in 1938,and expanded and rewritten
while Williams taught at Howard University,Slavery& Capitalismattempted to make this
connection.In so doing, Williamsredefinedthe traditionalorthodoxy,and argued that the
wealth of Europe was derived from the exploitation of African labor through the slave
trade and Caribbeanslavery. Williams thus argued that BritishWest Indian production
was pivotal to the formation of capital in Britain and laid the foundations for the
IndustrialRevolutionin Europe.The study thereforeplaced the Caribbeanat the centerof
the Atlanticeconomicsystem. The even more revolutionaryassertionwas that the abolition
of the slave trade and the emancipationof the slaves occurredless due to the role of the
abolitionistsand other humanitariansthan to the overall decline of the BritishWest Indian
sugareconomyat the end of the 18thcentury.With the separationof the United Statesat the
end of the First British Empire, and the publication of Adam Smith's Wealthof Nations
(1776),there emerged the enlightened belief that slave laborwas inefficient, unprofitable,
and an impedimentto economicgrowth.Initiallyafterthe end of the AmericanRevolution,
Britishproducersand manufacturersstill controlled the American markets. However by
*Selwyn H. H. Carrington is Associate Professor in the Department of History at Howard University,
Washington, DC.
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the 1790s, colonies were considered burdens and the sugar planters, who were
economically dependent, were a principal contributor to the decline of the Caribbean
economy.
At the same time, Capitalism & Slavery is much more than an economic study
highlighting the contribution of the sugar industry to capital formation in the Caribbean,
Britain, and Europe, demonstrating the contribution of the slave trade, slavery, and the
sugar industry to the fueling of the growth of modem capitalism. It is a political document
in which Eric Williams used his research on the economic contribution of the colonies to
European economic growth to challenge colonialism itself and the continued control of the
Caribbean by the imperial powers. It was an argument urging contemporary African
Americans to take pride in their ancestors' period of servitude because they had
contributed significantly to the greatness of the British Empire, despite their extreme
exploitation and subjugation.
That Williams was interested in making political statements with his scholarly
publications can be seen in The Negro in the Caribbean,published in 1942 before Capitalism
& Slavery. In that earlier work Williams made it clear that he did not want Europeans and
Americans to forget the significant contributions made by enslaved African workers and
their descendants to their advancement.
The Western world is in danger of forgetting today what the Negro has contributed to
Western Civilization. The American continent would have had to pay a high price for
the luxury of remaining a white man's country. No sugar, no Negroes; but equally true,
no Negroes, no sugar. Someone had to pick cotton. That was not why "darkies"were
born; but it was certainly to cultivate the sugar cane and later pick cotton that they
were transported from Africa.2
Historian Colin Palmer in his introduction to the 50th anniversary edition of
Capitalism& Slavery pointed out that Williams adopted an independent line consistently in
his studies, which would have concerned his advisors R. Trevor Davies and Vincent
Harlow, historians of the imperialist school. Thus from the beginning, Williams had to
overcome the many objections to his pursuing an interpretation discrediting British
philanthropy as the dominant force in the overthrow of its slave system. But, this was only
a minor issue. Williams also sought to document how the colonies, peopled by enslaved
Africans, sparked the economic development of Britain and provided the financial capital
for the Industrial Revolution. And he developed the complementary argument that it was the
economic downturn of the West Indian sugar economy that explains British decisions to
abolish the slave trade and then slavery. The abolitionists were only the initiators of the
political action. His thesis tested the waters; would it sink or float?
Getting his doctoral thesis accepted was Williams' first major hurdle. The doctoral
degree would be an important weapon in his professional armory. For this reason Williams
conducted research in libraries, archives, and repositories in Britain, the Caribbean, and
Europe. Williams' reinterpretation was indeed "radical stuff," and could be feared by
British administrators since it was coming from a bright colonial intellectual who could
have a significant influence on his people. Williams' acceptance in 1939 of a teaching
position as Assistant Professor of Social and Political Science at Howard University,
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Washington,DC, allowed him to expand his research,discuss his ideas with many of his
Americancolleagues, test his theses through the review process in scholarlyjournals,and
come into contact with two of the leading authorities in pre-emancipationWest Indian
history, ProfessorLowell JosephRagatzat George WashingtonUniversity in Washington,
DC, and FrankPitmanat PomonaCollegein California.3
Colin Palmer traced the publication history of Capitalism& Slavery,and described
Williams'negotiations with University of North CarolinaPress, his insistence on the title,
his vigorous effortsto have the book sold at reducedratesto students in the Caribbeanand
the U.S., and his speaking and book tours publicizing the work.4While the initial success
of Capitalism& Slaveryis open to question, the burning question is-why has this work
remainedas relevanttoday as it was fifty years ago?
The study contains several theses and numeroussub-theses,which are of as immense
importance in this modern era, with the development and expansion of the research on
slavery and the slave trade as well as African Diaspora studies, as they were when he
wrote them. The first major thesis was "that Caribbean slavery was established for
economic reasons."Capturedand enslaved Africanswere transportedacross the Atlantic
Ocean to the Caribbeanislands and to North and South America to grow sugar cane,
cotton, rice, and coffee, and to mine gold and silver. The other two majortheses were that
African slavery was profitable and contributed to the Industrial Revolution in Britain,
and that the rise of maturecapitalismand free tradeadvocatesserved to undermineslavery
and the slave trade, as did the decline in economic productivity and profitability of the
British Caribbeansugar plantations. Lowell Ragatz in TheFall of the PlanterClassin the
Caribbean, 1763-1833, published in 1928, documented the economic decline in the
plantation economies. Williams and Ragatz upheld the view first put forward in 1869 in
Hall Pringle'sTheFallof the SugarPlantersof Jamaica,that the economy of Jamaicaand the
West Indieswas in declineat the end of the 18thcentury."Ifnot regularand continuous,"he
wrote, it "recurredrepeatedly and at short intervals."Indeed, as early as 1689, planters
and merchants in Barbadosspoke of the decline of that island. After 1775, the economic
distress for Caribbeansugar planters"wasincreasingrapidlyand alarmingly."5
Several highly respected scholars have supported the Williams decline thesis,
including William Darity, Jr., David H. Makinson, RichardB. Sheridan, and BarbaraL.
Solow. Historian David Brion Davis is one of the leading historianswho emphasized the
role of the Britishhumanitariansand abolitionistsin the overthrow of the slave trade and
slavery in the Britishterritories.6In a recentessay titled "Reflectionson Abolitionism and
Ideological Hegemony," Davis emphasized that the "opposition to slavery cannot be
divorced from the vast economicchanges"thatwere takingplace at the time. He notes that
by the end of the 18th century, the sugar colonies were overvalued, and were only of
importance to Britain,because "sugarwas a symbol of national power." Consequently,
"WestIndiandecline appearedall the more dramatic.Sugarand slaves were not a source of
opulence, one discovered, but of debt, wasted soil, decayed properties and social
depravity."7
Roger Anstey in his study of The Atlantic Slave Tradeand British Abolition,17601810, published in 1975, was inconclusive as to the relationship between West Indian
decline and the abolitionof the slave trade,but believed Williams'thesis was nevertheless
persuasive. Anstey argued that the radicalchange in the economic conditions in the West
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Indies influenced British attitudes toward the slave trade and slavery. He noted the rapid
increase of sugar imports from Brazil, Cuba, and Mauritius at the same time that the islands
were perceived as less important as markets for British goods.8
The authors of three articles published in the early 1970s denied the decline of the
West Indian sugar industry, arguing for continued profitability of the sugar colonies in the
late 18th century.9 However, the broadside attack on Capitalism & Slavery came in 1977
with the publication of Seymour Drescher's Econocide: British Slavery in the Era of
Abolition. Challenging the claims of decline made by Ragatz and Williams, Drescher argued
that the sugar islands had not lost their relative position in British trade and their
importance to the imperial power. He believed that the slave trade was expanding and that
Britain had stood to make exorbitant profits just at the time that the Parliament outlawed
British participation in the slave trade.10 However, Drescher's argument that it was the
abolitionist movement that led to decline in the Caribbean slave trade and slavery and not
vice versa, was rejected by Hall Pringle, who wrote in 1869 that abolition was "not needed
to ruin the Jamaica sugar-planters and... the system was doomed to destruction from
inherent causes." He called the critics of British abolition "apologists of slavery," stressing
that they were "careless of the dishonour thus sought to be brought on this country, who
are bold enough to assert that though England was the first to suppress [N]egro slavery, the
nation has now discovered its mistake."11
David Eltis in Economic Growth and the Ending of the Transatlantic Slave Trade (1987)
admitted that the Caribbean islands had provided wealth to Britain, but in quantities too
small to spark the Industrial Revolution in Britain. Eltis expressed regret at the ending of
the slave trade, and he concluded that if Britain had retained the trade, its colonial
production would have increased by about 25 percent.12 However, many antislavery
advocates and opponents in the 18th century, including Bryan Edwards, Edward Long,
Abbe Raynal, and Adam Smith, acknowledged the contribution of Caribbean slavery and
the slave trade to the development of wealth in European and American societies, and
historians continue to carry out in-depth research that supports Eric Williams' findings.13
For example, Kenneth Morgan in Slavery, Atlantic Trade and the British Economy, 16001800 examines the impact of the Atlantic slave trade on the economic development of
Britain and paid particular attention to the issues raised in Capitalism & Slavery. After
examining the records for the profits on the slave trade and slavery in capital
accumulation, British industrial development, exports and transatlantic markets, the role of
business institutions, and the contribution of trade to the growth of British ports, Morgan
concluded that slavery and the sugar industry not only contributed to the industrial
growth, but also the emergence and growth of long-term credit organizations, banks, and
insurance companies, stimulated by the long-distance trade.14
Capitalism & Slavery has also sparked seriously critical studies. Joel Mokyr, in his
introduction to a volume published in 1993 on the British Industrial Revolution, argued
that Eric Williams' argument was incorrect and Britain would have developed an
Industrial Revolution without the slave trade and slavery. According to Mokyr, the profits
from the sugar industry went back into the development of the Caribbean plantation system
and the local economy.15 However, recent research has shown that English landowners in
Jamaica did not have the capital to develop their lands initially, while local merchants in
Port Royal with access to Spanish trade could invest in sugar production prior to the 1691
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earthquake.16The prosperityof Jamaicadid not flow from the riches of Britainbecause in
the 18th century Spanish silver financed much of the plantationagriculturein a lucrative
Caribbeantradebased on plunder and contraband,and centeredin Port Royal prior to its
destruction.17
David Eltis and Stanley L. Engerman in a recent article on "The Importance of Slavery
and the Slave Trade to Industrializing Britain" drew on evidence from the 1788
Parliamentary hearings on British slavery and the slave trade and concluded that without
them, "Britain would not have been able to industrialize." However, Eltis and Engerman
called attention to the emergence of an "ideology of freedom" in Britain with the rise of the
antislavery campaigns and suggested that this may have helped to fuel opposition to
slavery. However, on the issue of the contribution of the slave trade and slavery to the
British economy, they conclude that "it is hard to believe that the Industrial Revolution
would not have occurred anyway."18
A wealth of literature has emerged around the three main theses in Capitalism &
Slavery over the last forty years, especially since the 1960s. During the same period there
have been numerous studies expanding on the various sub-themes found in Capitalism &
Slavery, including Williams' ideas on dependency theory, revolution and change (Haiti),
labor exploitation, credit and debt crises, and the role of the Caribbean in world affairs.
However, the most significant growth area in the historical research on West Indian
slavery has been on slave resistance and rebellion. In Testing the Chains: Resistance in
Slavery in the British West Indies, Michael Craton documented the role slaves themselves
played in their own emancipation.19 While Craton provided little theoretical basis for his
analysis, the book contains detailed information on the numerous slave revolts and
insurrections throughout the British Caribbean. Historian Hilary Beckles, who has studied
the military aspects of slave resistance throughout the Caribbean during slavery, concluded
that the frequency of the revolutionary activity in the Caribbean between 1638 and 1838
must be understood as a "200 Years War-one protracted struggle launched by Africans
and their Afro-West Indian progeny."20
In his two-volume study of Slaves Who Abolished Slavery, Richard Hart traced the
origins of the resistance strategies employed by West Indian slaves to their African cultural
beliefs and practices. Using Jamaican plantation records, Hart has contended that enslaved
Africans in Jamaica were instrumental in the struggle for their own liberation, and in
changing the working conditions on the plantations.21 And John F. Campbell argued that
"resistance did not always mean running away or revolt. Resistance, for the greater mass of
the enslaved people, meant carving out 'free'spaces with or without the master's consent."22
Several essays included in the recent volume Capitalismand Slavery: Fifhy Years Later,
edited by Heather Cateau and Selwyn Carrington, provide expansive analyses of Eric
Williams' emphasis on documenting the enslaved Africans' efforts at "emancipation from
below." Claudius Fergus in his brilliant essay "War, Revolution, and Abolitionism, 17931806" argued that the slave revolt in St. Domingue was only one example of the contest for
supremacy and control of "freedom" between Africans, their descendants, and the white
plantation management. These slave insurrections occurred during the ongoing rivalry
between France and Britain for colonial superiority in the Caribbean in the 18th century.
At various points in time, these imperial powers adopted slave emancipation as a military
strategy. In the 1790s the enslaved Africans on the French-controlled islands of Martinique
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and Guadeloupe fought gallantly to thwart the British invasion when promised their
freedom by the Jacobinswho dominated the Frenchgovernment during the revolution.
Similarly,the Britishalso recruitedthe enslaved population for military service in North
America and the Caribbean,and eventually organized the West India Regiment made up
completelyof blacktroops.23
David Ryden in his essay "Planters,Slaves, and Decline" not only supports Eric
Williams' view of decline in the Caribbeansugar industry in the late 18th century, he
shows that this reality led to importantchanges in plantationmanagement that sought to
reduce the rising costs for plantation supplies and the low commodity prices on the
internationalmarket.As a result,the sugarplantationowners and managerswere forcedto
accede to enslaved Africans'demands for improved conditions if they wished to increase
productivityand profitability.The significantconcessionsmade to the enslaved population
allowed for the formationof more independenteconomicactivitiesand broughtchanges in
their relationshipswith the plantationmanagers,overseers,and the white lower class.24
Ibrahim Sundiata and Andrew O'Shaughnessy took differing positions on the
importanceof EricWilliams'findings on the relationshipsbetween capitalism,slavery, and
the slave trade and the economic developmentand industrializationof Britain.Sundiatain
"Capitalismand Slavery:'TheCommercialPartof the Nation"'argued that the profitability
of the slave trade brought significantlymore economic benefits to Britainthan previously
suggested, but also argued that its abolitionmay have been beneficial to Britisheconomic
interests.With regardto Williams'Capitalism& Slavery,Sundiatabelieved it was informed
by "apalpable moral indignation,"and concluded that Williams'moral vision is therefore
"Capitalism & Slavery's greatest achievement."25 On the other hand, Andrew
O'Shaughnessy,in "Williamsas Historian,"suggested that Williams' reliance on literary
ratherthan quantitativesources gave him a view of the past as contemporariesviewed it.
O'Shaughnessybelieved that Williams read the primary sources too closely and did not
have access to the quantitative or statistical data that would have demonstrated the
viabilityof slavery and the slave trade,and the need for the humanitarianmovement to end
them.26
In an articlefirst presented at a conferenceon Capitalism& Slaveryheld in Trinidadin
September1996,and later published in a SpecialIssue of the importantmagazine Callaloo,
Gerald R. Bosch, Jr., examined "EricWilliams and the Moral Rhetoric of Dependency
Theory."Bosch traced the influence of Capitalism& Slaveryon the works produced by
ImmanuelWallerstein,AndreGunderFrank,WalterRodney,and other theoristsassociated
with the "dependencyschool."In the 18thcenturythe Caribbeansugar islands were located
on the periphery and were as dependentin their economic relations on the European
centersas the developing countrieswere on the G-7and otherdeveloped nations in the 20th
century;and the dependency theoristsunderstood that this center-peripheryrelationship
was first described in Capitalism& Slavery.Specifically with regard to Walter Rodney's
How Europe UnderdevelopedAfrica and Andre Gunder Frank's World Accumulation,
1492-1789, Bosch pointed out that,
Both Rodney and Frank are connected to Williams in a number of ways. The
progressionfrom EricWilliams'scholarshipto that of the dependency school has been
documented by both Hilary MCD Becklesand RichardSheridan.The bridge between
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Williams and the dependency theorists can be found in the "Plantation School"
economists. This school was developed in the West Indies during the 1960s and
1970s.27
Bosch noted that Lloyd Best, one of the most prominent of the Plantation School
economists, in a seminal essay on the theory of plantation economy, "undertook an economic
translation of the Williams thesis," and like Rodney and Frank, sought to demonstrate the
importance of class relations and capital accumulation in laying the foundation for the
emergence and growth of the British Industrial Revolution. However, Bosch concluded that
in the case of Williams, Rodney, and Frank, these three men "shared a quest for social justice
and concern over poverty in the Third World." These scholars used history to interpret
contemporary conditions, and thus when confronted by "injustice and inequity," they
viewed their studies as "moralcondemnation of evident evils."28
In many ways the "old mercantilist" relationship that existed between colony and
mother country in the 17th and 18th centuries was similar to the connections between the
developing countries and international corporate capitalism in the 20th century. In her
essay on "Globalization: Reality or Ideology?" Kari Levitt applies Williams' ideas to
contemporary issues and examines the economic paradigm of the "new mercantilism" with
its neocolonial and neo-imperialist approaches to the control of Caribbean economies. The
terminology has changed, but the objectives remained the same-the
acceptance of
in
and
the
globalization, corporate capitalism,
privatization by peoples
developing
nations.29
The symposium on "Eric Williams and His Work," held in New York City at the
Schomburg Center for Research on Black Culture in 2002, was the third conference on the
life and scholarship of Eric Williams in less than two decades. A symposium organized by
Barbara Solow and Stanley Engerman was held in Bellagio, Italy, in 1984. Out of this
meeting came the first edited volume devoted to Capitalism & Slavery.30 The second was
held in Trinidad in September 1996 and this conference led to the publication of articles on
Eric Williams' works in several scholarly journals.31 And already mentioned was the
volume published in 2000, Capitalism and Slavery: Fifty Years After. In my recent study, I
also examine Williams' claim that the decline in sugar production promoted campaigns for
the abolition of the slave trade in Britain. The Sugar Industry and the Abolition of the Slave
Trade, 1775-1810, published in 2002, provides a detailed analysis of the British
Caribbean economy from the end of the 18th century to the first decade of the 19th, and
using a wide array of primary and secondary material in libraries and repositories on both
sides of the Atlantic, firmly supports the Ragatz-Williams thesis of the decline of the West
Indian economy after 1763.32 My current research on the "Statistics for the Study of
Caribbean History of the 18th and 19th Century," based on plantation records, Colonial
Office Papers, Custom House Records, Parliamentary Papers, newspapers, and manuscript
collections, provides information on the slave trade, commodity production, shipping,
marketing, and consumption of Caribbean, American, Canadian, Irish and British goods in
Britain. These two works support Eric Williams' arguments about the decline of the British
West Indian economy in the late 18th century, but they go further to provide a detailed
assessment of overall economic activities in the Caribbean.
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Eric Williams' Capitalism & Slavery has made an indelible mark on 20th- and 21stcentury scholarship on the Caribbean, and on the economic aspects of slavery and the slave
trade. The continual re-publication of this historical "classic," and the publication of
books, symposia, and articles as well as the holding of scholarly conferences will ensure
that it will be available to 21st-century students and scholars of slave trade and slavery,
"dependency theory," colonialism and economic exploitation, and the world created by the
British plantation system in the New World.
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